RADIAL vs The WORLD

ANY CHASSIS PERMITTED
WHEELIE BARS PERMITTED
ANY TRANSMISSION PERMITTED
DUAL POWER ADDERS (PROHIBITED)
TIRES ALLOWED: (315 DOT) (3062R) (3362R) (33-10.5W Bias Ply)

** -50 LBS for stock suspension (suspension for year make model car only)

BB NOS No Weight Limit (5.00 BORE ENGINES)
BB NOS 2250 LBS (OVER 5.00 BORE ENGINES)

SB SINGLE TURBO 2400 LBS
SB TWIN TURBO 2400 LBS (Stock Bore Space)
SB TWIN TURBO 2500 LBS (Non-Stock Bore Space)
SB TWIN TURBO (500 CU IN +) 2700 LBS
-150 lbs. for SB TWIN TURBO (Cast Block / Cast Head)
-150 lbs. for SB TWIN TURBO (Inline Head) (Cant Combine with Cast Block / Cast Head Rule)

SB PROCHARGER 2400 LBS
(-50 lbs. for Cast Block / Cast Head Combo)
BB PROCHARGER 2550 LBS
(-50 lbs. for Cast Block / Cast Head Combo)

BB TWIN TURBO 2750 LBS
BB TWIN TURBO (4.840 Stock Bore Space) 2700 LBS (Wedge Engine Only)
BB Single Turbo 2575 LBS
4 cyl. combos 1950 LBS (Production Engines Only)
6 cyl. combos 2500 LBS (Production Engines Only)

BB ROOTS BLOWER 2475 LBS
SB SCREW HEMI 2400 LBS
SB SCREW NON-HEMI 2300 LBS
BB SCREW 2725 LBS